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An extension of a convolution inequality of Beesack is given. It is then used to 
generalize an integral inequality related to Hardy’s, ( 1992 Academic Press. Inc. 
The classical Jensen’s inequality (See [I]) states that for a non-negative 
measurable function f(x) on [a, h] and $(.u), I 2 0, a concave function, 
where a, b are arbitrary real numbers such that a < b and A( .) is a non- 
negative Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure, with jt &(.u) = 1. 
Beesack in [l] showed that iff,, . . . . f, are non-negative Lebesgue square 
integrable functions on [O, c], c > 0, then for all rn 2 2 and .Y 2 0, 
where fi * fj(x) denotes the convolution 
(2) 
(3) 
Recently, Cochran and Lee [Z] have also obtained for p>O the 
inequality 
I”- ’ log./(t) dt d.r 1 
x <@t II’P 
s 
t’f( 1) dr, (4) 0 
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where 1’ is a real number. It was also shown that the constant e’? + “‘IJ is the 
best possible. For further details about this inequality, see for example 
[4-61. 
The purpose of the present paper is to present calculations that show 
that the inequalities of Beesack and Cochran and Lee are formally conse- 
quences of Jensen’s inequality. A completely rigorous justification of these 
results would involve a forbidding number of convergence proofs. 
We assume throughout this paper that the integrals in question exist. It 
is also to be noted, as shown in [4], that the variants of Hardy’s inequality 
obtained in this paper have equal relevance to estimates for the Laplace 
transform. 
Our main result is the following 
LEMMA 1. Let f,, . . . . f,,+ ,, n 2 1 he non-negatioe Lebesgue measurable 
functions defined on R+ = [0, 1x1) and let Ii/(s), .u>O, be a continuous 
concave function such [hat 
‘+Hq) 2 $(.u) + ‘+Hy), s, J’ E R + . (5) 
Let (L)Ockcn-l and (Bk)OGPG,r- I 
sati@ing“p;= (k + 1 )/I - ks, 
be sequences ?f posititle real numbers 
<,, = 5, PO = j?, and tk = </(fiOB, ...jkP ,), 
O<kbn- 1, where u>O, fl>O, and (n- l)fl>(n-2)g. [f 
i 
.f,w,;!;-‘~ m = 1 
f’,,,(r) = 
’ F,,~,(s).f,,(r-s)s”~/~~, ds, 
(6) 
s 26m<n+l 0 
then \t’e haoe 
x y;- 8-’ dvk+, . ..dy. 
whereJ>>O, O<,j,<n and Y,=y,-...I’,, l<j<ir-1. 
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Proqf Evidently, inequality (7) is valid when n = 1 since Jensen’s 
inequality for concave functions gives 
on using the property of 1(1, i.e., inequality (5), and the definition of F,()*,). 
Assume the inequality holds for n = nz. Then by Jensen’s inequality (1) 
with 
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on using the property of Ic/, i.e., inequality (5). But 
tiCFw,+ A.1mPl 
Hence, 
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which is inequality (7) when n = m + 1. It follows therefore that (7) is valid 
for all n B 1. 
An immediate consequence of this result is the following theorem which 
generalizes inequality (2). 
THEOREM 2. Ler the function $(.x), s 20, be continuous concave and 
sarishi (5). Letf,, . . ..f..+,, n > 1 be non-negatitle Lebesgue measurable .func- 
tionson [O,yo],O<~o<~.rf(~k)O~k~n-,andF,(t), t>O, l<m<n+l 
are as in Lemma 1 and a = b + 1 > n - 1, then for all y. we hatle 
J/(f,l+k+,(t))(?‘o-t)‘dt 
- .I” 
+ B 
J 
$(f,(t))tDp’n “(yo- t)‘lp’ dt , o 1 (8) 
where B=(,,!,)=/I(p- l)...(p-n+2)/(n- l)! 
Proof The proof of this theorem depends on the repeated application 
of the Minkowski identity 
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where 0 < yk < ~1~ , <h, l<k<nandthefunctions~(.,t)and&r,,~)are 
bounded and measurable on [0, h]. Since x=/j’ + 1 > n - 1, we have for 
O<k<n- 1, (n-k)/l>(n-k- 1)cr and from Lemma 1, fik=,!I-k. 
A- =o, 1, . ..) n - 1. Hence inequality (7) becomes 
F,!( ?’ I ,.f,, + I ( ?‘o - ?’ I 1 4, I 1 
xdykdtd,rp,...dr, 
+s,I”-.!*,‘“-’ [“n-2$(j.,(r))&y:, r”p,“p”dy~~, dtdv,,+l .-.dJ, , 
“I 1 
by a change of variables, followed by the use of identity (9) 
” + iay, 1 ~(.1,~k+,(t))c;;‘(8-(k- l))-’ 
X(.Yk-I-f) pp’km”dr dFkp, . ..dv. 
“~‘“~“(~,,-z-t)drdl’,l~~...d~, , 1 
which was obtained by integration. By a repeated application of (9) after 
a change of variables, followed by integration, we obtain 
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+~~~i”~(f,(r))r”~‘“~ “(y.-t)“- ‘df 1 . 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark 3. In Theorem 2 when c1= n, i = (n - 1 )! and hence /I = n - I 
yields inequality (2) when m = n + 1, $(s) = log x and f,, . . . . f,, + , are not 
necessarily Lebesgue square integrable but the convolutions involved exist. 
As a final application of Lemma 1, we have the following. 
THEOREM 4. Let a(, 7, fl, and q be real numbers with c1> 0, /I > 0, q > 1 
and (x-/3- l)q’>O, ,tlhere $++= 1. Let f,,..., f,+,, n2 1, be bounded 
non-negafice Lebesgue measurable functions on (0, CC), and let jk = 
(k+ l)p-kcr, fl,IPz>O, t0=5>0, <k=&‘(lj,,~,...~liP,), k=O, l,..., n- 1. 
Then 
xdy,,l’,..dy, II d.y 
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where 
and 
.4=(~a)“,‘[l+(r-B-1)4’]Y ’ 
B= [(cc-p- I)@+ l]‘- “. 
Proof: Let 9(x) = log x and yO = I in inequality (7). Then 
Now take the qth power of both sides to obtain 
An application of HGlder’s inequality with indices q z=- 1 and q’ to the right 
side of this inequality yields 
where we have again used Holder’s inequality with indices q > 1 and q’, 
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If we continue the process by applying Hblder’s inequality with indices 
q > 1 and q’, we have 
Hence, inequality ( 11) becomes 
eip{qr.x-‘[~~~lb~~.-Ci log(.f,~,+,(?,,-~,+,))r,‘?.~,-I~’ 
x Y;-“-’ dyk+, . ..dy. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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THEOREM 5. Under the hypotheses cf Theorem 4, we hate 
j”x Yexp {q~~.~~~[~~~j~j~‘...~~logl.l,*+,(~~~-?~i+,))c;l 
where 
A= [(x-/c l)q’+ l]‘P”(tc()“. 
Proof: Starting from inequalities (11) and (12) after settingf,,, ,(t) = 1, 
t E (0, x) and integrating both sides of the inequality on (0, in ) with respect 
to x7 d.lc, we obtain 
Hence, the proof of the theorem is complete if we change the name of a 
variable. 
The case when n = 1 is of particular interest. However, we consider a 
more general case which arises from Theorem 4. 
Suppose fk(t) = Cjj4, Ck 2 1, t E (0, x), 2 d k d n + 1 and .f, is replaced by 
f”4; we obtain from (10) the inequality 
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Inequality (13) is of particular interest when n = 1. For in this case, we 
have 
” / 
! 
.v 
xi’ exp 
0 0 
&B .% 
=- 
! 84-‘i’ 0 
.u’:f (x) d-u, 
provided the integral j< Y”(X) d.x exists. We have thus proved the 
following result. 
COROLLARY 6. For positive real nuttzbers CY, /3. 7, and q > 1 \i’itlz 
7 - /?q < 0 and (CI - /I - 1 )q’ + 1 > 0, ler jt ?3f(.u) d.u < ‘5, where f is a non- 
negative Lebesgue measurable function on (0, vd ). Then 
log(f(t))t”-’ dr d.u } 
Q1”[l+(~--p-l)q’]l~u(~q-;.)~‘~~~.~~~(.~)d.~. (14) 
Remark 6. If /I = cr/q + y/qq’ - l/q’, then 
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Hence, we obtain from (14) the inequality 
. % 
! xi’ exp il.\- ’ 1 1 ” log(.f(t))r” ’ nr d.Y 0 0 i 
which in turn is inequality (4) when u =p. 
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